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CCS

Cable Cutter Sub

AdvantagesAdvantages ::

Cut the logging cable properly only when the drill
pipe is stuck in the well

Independent of the cable weakness

The decentralize big flow bore
• Provides better circulation for drilling fluids
• Facilitates better access during fishing operations
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The Cable Cutter Sub (CCS) permit to cut properly at 3 tons the logging cable and 

remove it from the well. 
The CCS is positioned underneath the Side Entry Sub (SES) on the drill shing assembly 
and is part of the safety procedure during & drill pipe logging operation with the 
Simphor system. The CCS is compatible with 5 1DP, 3” 1/2DP and 2” 7/8 Tubing.

The cable cutter sub principle is based on two cutters blade activated by a mechanical

traction applied at the logging cable from the surface. The axial up force applied by

the sinker and logging cable push up the mechanical device of the cutter to squeeze 
the cable steel wires between the two cutter blades. Steel wires of the cable are 

breaking till the total logging cable is cut. The sinker bar fall down inside the drill 
pipe, it is possible to pump it at the lower end. The logging cable free to move is
recovered by the surface winch.

Once the cable is removed from SES, a ball valve plugs the room inside the ramp of the

SES, in manner to reduce risk of flowing back to the annulus during circulation.

The fishing procedure can start with tools passing through both SES and CCS 
for

free-point and back-off.

GENERALGENERAL

Principle
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CCS specifications

Combination of SES & CCS
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SES

Side Entry Sub

AdvantagesAdvantages ::

Big flow bore (2.17” ID) for
• better circulation for drilling fluids
• better access during fishing operations

The design of the SES is such that it provides a low angle
( 5 deg ) for very smooth translation of the cable from the 

outside thru the SES to the inside.
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The Cable Side Entry sub is basically a stuffing box which allows the entry of the

wireline from the outside of the drill pipe to the inside and provides a strong grip for 
the cable which is subsequently pumped down and connected to the logging tool 
string.
The maximum differential working pressure of SES is 4350 PSI.

The packing nut is used to establish a seal around the cable after the wet connect has

been made. This packing nut guaranties a sealing and no lose pressure in the two

direction (from inside to outside and from outside to inside).

When the connection is made, tight a locking screw on the ramp allows to stop the

cable, put the packing nut and allowing efficiently to press the screws of the cable

clamp. This two steps are very easy thank to the locking screw. By the locking screw

and the ramp, the ball isn’t in contact with the cable and prevent the friction of the ball.

The cable clamp is equipped with a shear pin allowing to know exactly the necessary

strength to liberate the cable. 

The ramp is also equipped with a shear pin.

If the drill pipe is stuck : pull out the cable, the cable traction disengage the sinker bar

(the shear pin of the cable clamp is sheared). The sinker bar is pulled out till the axial up
force applied by the sinker bar and logging cable push up the mechanical device in 
the Side Entry Sub shearing the shear pin of the ramp, continue to pull the cable, 
the cable is break and go up. Once the cable is removed, the ball valve ensures
necessary pressure sealing and also prevents any transmission of pressure back to 

the annulus during circulation.

The big ID flow bore permits the running of any 1”11/16 wire line tool inside the drill

pipe below the Side Entry Sub

GENERALGENERAL

OPERATION PROCEDURE

SES specifications


